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Other appellations[ edit ] The Basilica is sometimes referred to as Our Lady of the Snows , a name given to it
in the Roman Missal from to in connection with the liturgical feast of the anniversary of its dedication on 5
August, a feast that was then denominated Dedicatio Sanctae Mariae ad Nives Dedication of Saint Mary of the
Snows. This name for the basilica had become popular in the 14th century [6] in connection with a legend that
the Catholic Encyclopedia reports thus: They prayed that she might make known to them how they were to
dispose of their property in her honour. On 5 August, at the height of the Roman summer, snow fell during the
night on the summit of the Esquiline Hill. In obedience to a vision of the Virgin Mary which they had the
same night, the couple built a basilica in honour of Mary on the very spot which was covered with snow. From
the fact that no mention whatever is made of this alleged miracle until a few hundred years later, not even by
Sixtus III in his eight-line dedicatory inscription By Italian artist Masolino da Panicale. Mariae Dedication of
the Basilica of Saint Mary. This name may have originated from the same legend, which recounts that, like
John and his wife, Pope Liberius was told in a dream of the forthcoming summer snowfall, went in procession
to where it did occur and there marked out the area on which the church was to be built. No Catholic church
can be honoured with the title of "basilica" unless by apostolic grant or from immemorial custom. Mary Major
is one of the only four that hold the title of " major basilica ". The other three are the Basilicas of St. John in
the Lateran , St. Paul outside the Walls. Mary of the Angels in Assisi. Mary Major is also styled a " Papal
basilica ". Lawrence outside the Walls were referred to as the "patriarchal basilicas" of Rome, [Notes 2] and
were associated with the five ancient patriarchates see Pentarchy. Mary Major was associated with the
Patriarchate of Antioch. Philip Neri on 25 February Church building in Rome in this period, as exemplified in
Saint Mary Major, was inspired by the idea of Rome being not just the centre of the world of the Roman
Empire , as it was seen in the classical period, but the centre of the Christian world. Pope Sixtus III built it to
commemorate this decision. Richard Krautheimer attributes the magnificence of the work also to the abundant
revenue accruing to the papacy at the time from land holdings acquired by the Church during the 4th and 5th
centuries on the Italian peninsula: These fines enabled the papacy to carry out through the 5th century an
ambitious building program, including Santa Maria Maggiore. The papal residence was later moved to the
Palace of the Vatican in what is now Vatican City. The interior of the Santa Maria Maggiore underwent a
broad renovation encompassing all of its altars between the years and On 15 December , a Palestinian and a
Tunisian national were arrested after they tried to disarm soldiers stationed outside the basilica while yelling "
Allah God is great ". When police intervened, the two men aged 40 and 30 called other foreigners in the area
to their aid, and assaulted and threatened the arresting officers. The original architecture of Santa Maria
Maggiore was classical and traditionally Roman perhaps to convey the idea that Santa Maria Maggiore
represented old imperial Rome as well as its Christian future. As one scholar puts it, "Santa Maria Maggiore
so closely resembles a second-century imperial basilica that it has sometimes been thought to have been
adapted from a basilica for use as a Christian church. Its plan was based on Hellenistic principles stated by
Vitruvius at the time of Augustus. The design of the basilica was a typical one during this time in Rome: Fifth
century mosaics[ edit ] Interior of the basilica: As one scholar puts it, "This is well demonstrated by the
decoration of Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome, The influences of these mosaics are rooted in late antique
impressionism that could be seen in frescoes , manuscript paintings and many pavement mosaics across villas
in Africa, Syria and Sicily during the 5th century. The mosaics also show the range of artistic expertise and
refute the theory that mosaic technique during the time was based on copying from model books. The mosaics
found in Santa Maria Maggiore are combinations of different styles of mosaic art during the time, according to
art scholar Robin Cormack: A test case is given by the mosaics of S. Maria Maggiore in Rome". There was a
difference in the styles used in the triumphal arch mosaics compared to those of the nave; the style of the
triumphal arch was much more linear and flat as one scholar describes it, not nearly as much action, emotion
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and movement in them as there were in the Old Testament mosaics of the nave. As one historian describes it:
Another panel found on the triumphal arch is of the Virgin, she is crowned and dressed in a colorful veil, her
wardrobe subtly brings to mind that of a Roman empress and in this panel she has her divine son walking with
her and a suite of angels and Joseph ready to greet her; "The Virgin As one scholar describes it: An observer
describes the mosaic: The main altar in the chapel has four gilded bronze angels by Sebastiano Torregiani,
holding up the ciborium , which is a model of the chapel itself. Beneath this altar is the Oratory or Chapel of
the Nativity, on whose altar, at that time situated in the Crypt of the Nativity below the main altar of the
church itself, Saint Ignatius of Loyola celebrated his first Mass as a priest on 25 December Just outside the
Sistine Chapel is the tomb of Gianlorenzo Bernini and his family. While the art biographer, Giovanni Baglione
allocates specific works to individual artists, recent scholarship finds that the hand of Nebbia drew preliminary
sketches for many, if not all, of the frescoes. Baglione also concedes the roles of Nebbia and Guerra could be
summarized as "Nebbia drew, and Guerra supervised the teams".
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Boniface had a few words to say here about this while it was still a rumor. For those of you who do not follow
the news regarding the Traditional Latin Mass as closely as we do, and have no idea to what I am referring,
here is a summary: Until the s, the Good Friday intentions for the Jews said of course, in Latin: Almighty and
eternal God, who does not repel from your mercy even the Jews: Through the same Lord. Almighty and
eternal God, long ago you gave your promise to Abraham and his posterity. Listen to your Church as we pray
that the people you first made your own may arrive at the fullness of redemption. We ask this through Christ
our Lord. We pray that they may be saved, without any reference to Jesus Christ being the way of their
salvation, which is one explanation as to why so many Catholics and the USCCB today believe the Old
Covenant to be salvific for the Jews. Curiously, this seems quite contrary to everything that St. Paul says in the
New Testament. Since the Motu Proprio, many Jews and specifically the Anti-Defamation League led by
Abraham Foxman have been pressuring Pope Benedict to change the Good Friday prayers, because the
prayers in the missal are considered "anti-semetic". This "anti-semetism" of the Extraordinary Form has been
one reason bishops cited for refusing to allow the older form, regardless of the fact that this is in direct
opposition to Summorum Pontificum. When we first heard rumors that the Good Friday prayers were to be
changed, we were most upset. Allowing those who are not even Catholic to dictate how we pray is absurd.
Why should they care if I pray that they be converted? However, care they do. Over a week ago it was
announced that the prayer was changed. Almighty and eternal God, who want that all men be saved and come
to the recognition of the truth, propitiously grant that even as the fullness of the peoples enters Your Church,
all Israel may be saved. Through Christ Our Lord. He is the Pope, he has the authority to change the prayers
having the authority to do something does not always mean that what you do is prudent, but I digress , and
there have been many positives since this change was announced, and here are just two: Traditionalists can no
longer be considered "nostalgic," or "stuck-in-the-mud," as we now use the Roman Missal, while the Novus
Ordo missal is practically medieval, dating back to And, most reassuring of all, Abe Foxman is very upset.
Jewish leaders have even stated that they will no longer continue dialoguing with us. Which begs the question,
if all this "dialogue" since Vatican II has been so wonderful and enlightening, why are they so incredibly
shocked that, gasp! Well, Catholics are partly to blame, since so many Catholics are shocked that the Church
still teaches that outside the Church there is no salvation!
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After Heraclius had recovered it by force from King Chosroes of Persia, he tried to carry it along the Via
Dolorosa to Calvary, but was unable to make any headway. Bishop Zachary of Jerusalem, pointing to his
luxurious clothing, said, "Attired in these rich robes, you are far from imitating the poverty of Jesus Christ and
His humility in bearing His Cross. May God have mercy on us and bless us; may He let His face shine upon
us; and may He have mercy upon us. May we, who have known its mystery on earth, also be worthy to enjoy
in heaven the happiness which it has purchased for us. Through the same Jesus Christ, our Lord. For let this
mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be
equal with God: But emptied himself, taking the form of a servant, being made in the likeness of men, and in
habit found as a man. He humbled himself, becoming obedient unto death, even to the death of the cross. For
which cause, God also hath exalted him and hath given him a name which is above all names: That in the
name of Jesus every knee should bow, of those that are in heaven, on earth, and under the earth: Therefore
God also has exalted Him and has bestowed upon Him the name that is above every name. O sweet wood, O
sweet nails! O precious the burden suspended thereon! You alone are worthy to bear the king and Lord of
heaven. And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all things to myself. The multitude answered him:
And how sayest thou: The Son of man must be lifted up? Who is this Son of man? Walk whilst you have the
light, and the darkness overtake you not. And he that walketh in darkness knoweth not whither be goeth.
Whilst you have the light, believe in the light, that you may be the children of light. We are privileged to
venerate this same holy cross; grant that we may also enjoy for all eternity the salvation it has purchased for
us. Posted by Deacon John Giglio Jr at
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Many soldiers in his army were Christians, and his army was his base of power. With Licinius , Eastern
Roman emperor , he issued the Edict of Milan which mandated toleration of all religions in the empire. The
edict had little effect on the attitudes of the people. He gave large gifts of land and money to the Church and
offered tax exemptions and other special legal status to Church property and personnel. This led to further
schisms. Prior to these Councils or Synods, the Bible had already reached a form that was nearly identical to
the form in which it is now found. According to some accounts, in the Council of Rome first officially
recognized the Biblical canon , listing the accepted books of the Old and New Testament , and in the Vulgate
Latin translation of the Bible was made. Medieval history of Christianity , Byzantine Papacy , and Christian
monasticism Early Middle Ages[ edit ] After the fall of the Western Roman Empire in , the Catholic faith
competed with Arianism for the conversion of the barbarian tribes. Detail from fresco by Fra Angelico , c. In ,
Saint Benedict wrote his Rule of St Benedict as a practical guide for monastic community life. Its message
spread to monasteries throughout Europe. They functioned as agricultural, economic and production centers as
well as a focus for spiritual life. In the early 8th century, Byzantine iconoclasm became a major source of
conflict between the Eastern and Western parts of the Church. Byzantine emperors forbade the creation and
veneration of religious images, as violations of the Ten Commandments. Other major religions in the East
such as Judaism and Islam had similar prohibitions. Pope Gregory III vehemently disagreed. In , the fathers of
the Second Council of Nicaea "warmly received the papal delegates and his message". This freed the pontiffs
to some degree from the power of the emperor in Constantinople but also led to a schism , because the
emperors and patriarchs of Constantinople interpreted themselves as the true descendants of the Roman
Empire dating back to the beginnings of the Church. The papacy was strengthened through this new alliance,
which in the long term created a new problem for the Popes, when in the Investiture Controversy succeeding
emperors sought to appoint bishops and even future popes. This sparked a great monastic renewal. First in
Bologna , then at Paris and Oxford , many of these higher schools developed into universities and became the
direct ancestors of modern Western institutions of learning. The Papacy were the initial victors, but as Italians
divided between Guelphs and Ghibellines in factions that were often passed down through families or states
until the end of the Middle Ages , the dispute gradually weakened the Papacy, not least by drawing it into
politics. The Church also attempted to control, or exact a price for, most marriages among the great by
prohibiting, in , marriages involving consanguinity blood kin and affinity kin by marriage to the seventh
degree of relationship. Under these rules, almost all great marriages required a dispensation. The rules were
relaxed to the fourth degree in now only the first degree is prohibited by the Church - a man cannot marry his
stepdaughter, for example. They were intended to return the Holy Land to Christian control. The goal was not
permanently realized, and episodes of brutality committed by the armies of both sides left a legacy of mutual
distrust between Muslims and Western and Eastern Christians. The earlier Romanesque style combined
massive walls, rounded arches and ceilings of masonry. To compensate for the absence of large windows,
interiors were brightly painted with scenes from the Bible and the lives of the saints. Later, the Basilique
Saint-Denis marked a new trend in cathedral building when it utilized Gothic architecture. It was in connection
with the struggle against this heresy that the Inquisition originated.
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History[ edit ] Oldest extant manuscript of the Nicene Creed, dated to the 6th Century The purpose of a creed
is to provide a doctrinal statement of correct belief or orthodoxy. The creeds of Christianity have been drawn
up at times of conflict about doctrine: The Nicene Creed of explicitly affirms the co-essential divinity of the
Son , applying to him the term "consubstantial". The version speaks of the Holy Spirit as worshipped and
glorified with the Father and the Son. At that time, the text ended with the words "We believe in the Holy
Spirit", after which various anathemas against Arian propositions were added. Hort and Adolf Harnack argued
that the Nicene creed was the local creed of Caesarea [13] an important center of Early Christianity recited in
the council by Eusebius of Caesarea. Soon after the Council of Nicaea, new formulae of faith were composed,
most of them variations of the Nicene Symbol, to counter new phases of Arianism. The Catholic Encyclopedia
identifies at least four before the Council of Sardica , where a new form was presented and inserted in the Acts
of the Council, though it was not agreed on. Nicenoâ€”Constantinopolitan Creed[ edit ] What is known as the
"Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed" or the "Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed" [18] received this name because
of a belief that it was adopted at the Second Ecumenical Council held in Constantinople in as a modification
of the original Nicene Creed of In that light, it also came to be very commonly known simply as the "Nicene
Creed". It is the only authoritative ecumenical statement of the Christian faith accepted by the Roman Catholic
, Eastern Orthodox , Oriental Orthodox , Anglican , and the major Protestant denominations. The most notable
difference is the additional section "And [we believe] in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver-of-Life, who
proceedeth from the Father, who with the Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified, who spake
by the prophets. And [we believe] in one, holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church. We acknowledge one Baptism
for the remission of sins, [and] we look for the resurrection of the dead and the life of the world to come. A
local council of Constantinople in and the third ecumenical council Ephesus, made no mention of it, [24] with
the latter affirming the creed of Nicaea as a valid statement of the faith and using it to denounce Nestorianism.
The Eastern Orthodox Church uses the singular forms of verbs such as "I believe", in place of the plural form
"we believe" used by the council. We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth,
and of all things visible and invisible. And in the Holy Ghost. And in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of
life, who proceedeth from the Father, who with the Father and the Son together is worshiped and glorified,
who spake by the prophets. In one holy catholic and apostolic Church ; we acknowledge one baptism for the
remission of sins; we look for the resurrection of the dead , and the life of the world to come. Filioque In the
late 6th century, some Latin-speaking churches added the words "and from the Son" Filioque to the
description of the procession of the Holy Spirit, in what many Eastern Orthodox Christians have at a later
stage argued is a violation of Canon VII of the Third Ecumenical Council, since the words were not included
in the text by either the Council of Nicaea or that of Constantinople. Gregory of Nazianzus and the one
adopted by the Council of Constantinople [31] [38] [39] â€”the word Filioque is not heretical when associated
with the Latin verb procedo and the related word processio. In time, the Latin version of the Creed came to be
interpreted in the West in the light of the Western concept of processio, which required the affirmation of the
Filioque to avoid the heresy of Arianism. Where the latter is the practice, it is customary to invite, as a token
of honor, any prominent lay member of the congregation who happens to be present, e. This practice stems
from the tradition that the prerogative to recite the Creed belonged to the Emperor , speaking for his populace.
Nicene Creed or the Creed of Nicaea is used to refer to the original version adopted at the First Council of
Nicaea , to the revised version adopted by the First Council of Constantinople , to the liturgical text used by
the Orthodox Church with "I believe" instead of "We believe" , [50] to the Latin version that includes the
phrase "Deum de Deo" and " Filioque ", [51] and to the Armenian version, which does not include "and from
the Son", but does include "God from God" and many other phrases. Profession of Faith of the Fathers refers
specifically to the version of Nicaea traditionally, bishops took part at the First Council of Nicaea. Profession
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of Faith of the Fathers refers specifically to the version of Constantinople traditionally, bishops took part at the
First Council of Constantinople. In musical settings, particularly when sung in Latin , this Creed is usually
referred to by its first word, Credo. This section is not meant to collect the texts of all liturgical versions of the
Nicene Creed, and provides only three, the Greek, the Latin, and the Armenian, of special interest. Others are
mentioned separately, but without the texts. All ancient liturgical versions, even the Greek, differ at least to
some small extent from the text adopted by the First Councils of Nicaea and Constantinople. The Creed was
originally written in Greek , owing to the location of the two councils. The Latin text, as well as using the
singular, has two additions: The Armenian text has many more additions, and is included as showing how that
ancient church has chosen to recite the Creed with these numerous elaborations of its contents.
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Worship of the sun god, Sol, was known in republican Rome, but it was of minor importance. In imperial
Rome, however, in the third century ce the last century of pagan Rome , the cult of the sun god became a
major and, at times, dominant force in Roman religion. This campaign was continued with particular force by
the emperors Probus â€” and Constantine â€” As late as , coins of Constantine celebrated Sol as the grantor of
imperial power to the emperor. A variety of influences contributed to the importance of Sol Invictus, the
Invincible Sun, in imperial ideology of the third century ce. It was an age of religious syncretism and growing
monotheism, when philosophers and common people alike increasingly viewed all divinities as emanations of
one supreme divine force. Sol was equated with Mithra, and as Sol Invictus Mithra was regarded as the most
powerful and most immediate divine mediator between humans and the invisible majesty of the supreme god.
Thus Sol Invictus was the natural associate of the emperor, who ruled the earth as the vicegerent of the
supreme god. The symbolism of the Pantheon built by the emperor Hadrian â€” had already intimately linked
the emperor and Sol as the visible manifestations of the beneficent and omnipotent supreme god. The cult title
Invictus was a natural outgrowth of this relationship. The pervasive influence of imperial propaganda, together
with the popularity of Mithraism in the third century, assured Sol Invictus an influence upon other divine
formulations, Christian as well as pagan. The words of the Christmas Mass in the Missale Gothicum hail
Christ as Sol Iustitiae "sun of justice" , while the traditional date of Christmas, first attested in the fourth
century, is hardly unrelated to the fact that December 25 was celebrated as the birthday of Sol Invictus Mithra.
See my review in Byzantine Studies 2 The significance of the cult of Sol Invictus in imperial ideology is
treated with great insight by Ernst H. Kantorowicz in his article "Oriens Augusti: Lever du Roi," Dumbarton
Oaks Papers 17 For a more recent discussion, see my Princeps a Diis Electus: New Sources Chirassi
Colombo, Ileana. Berlin and New York , Some Evidence from the Mint of Rome.
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FREE Catholic Classes Latin Missale from Missa , Mass , the book which contains the prayers said by the
priest at the altar as well as all that is officially read or sung in connection with the offering of the holy
Sacrifice of the Mass throughout the ecclesiastical year. The present Roman Missal, now almost universally
used in the Catholic Church wherever the Latin Rite prevails, consists essentially of two parts of very unequal
length. The smaller of these divisions containing that portion of the liturgy which is said in every Mass, the
"Ordo Missae" with the prefaces and the Canon, is placed, probably with a view to the more convenient
opening of the book, near the centre of the volume immediately before the proper Mass for Easter Sunday.
The remainder of the book is devoted to those portions of the liturgy which vary from day to day according to
feast and season. Each Mass consists usually of Introit, Collect, Epistle, Gradual and Alleluia or Tract, Gospel,
Offertory, Secret, Communion, and Post-Communion, the passages or prayers corresponding to each of these
titles being commonly printed in full. The beginning of the volume to the "Ordo Missae" is devoted to the
Masses of the season Proprium de Tempore from Advent to the end of Lent, including the Christmas cycle.
Then come the proper Masses of the separate festivals Proprium Sanctorum for the ecclesiastical year; while
these are often printed in full, it may also happen that only a reference is given, indicating that the larger
portion of each Mass sometimes everything except the collect is to be sought in the Common of Saints
Commune Sanctorum , printed at the conclusion of the Proprium Sanctorum Proper of Saints. This is
supplemented by a certain number of votive Masses, among the rest Masses for the dead, and a collection of
sets of collects, secrets and post-communions for special occasions. Here also are inserted certain benedictions
and other miscellaneous matter, while appendixes of varying bulk supply a number of Masses conceded for
use in certain localities or in certain religious orders, and arranged according to the order of the calendar. To
the whole book is prefixed an elaborate calendar and a systematized collection of rubrics for the guidance of
priests in high and low Mass, as also prayers for the private use of the celebrant in making his preparation and
thanksgiving. It may be mentioned here once for all that the collection of rubrics now printed under the
respective headings "Rubricae generales Missalis", "Ritus celebrandi Missam", and "De Defectibus circa
Missam occurrentibus" are founded upon a tractate entitled "Ordo Missae" by John Burchard, master of
ceremonies to Innocent VIII and Alexander VI, at the close of the fifteenth century. They are consequently
absent from the first printed edition of the "Missale Romanum" In the early centuries, owing to the lack of
competent scribes, the scarcity of writing materials, and various other causes, economy had greatly to be
studied in the production of books. The book used by the priest at the altar for the prayers of the Mass usually
contained no more than it belonged to him to say. It was known commonly as a "Sacramentary"
Sacramentarium because all its contents centred round the great act of the consecration of the sacrifice. On the
other hand those portions of the service which, like the Introit and the Gradual, the Offertory and the
Communion, were rendered by the choir, were inscribed in a separate book, the "Antiphonarium Missae" or
"Graduale" q. So again the passages to be read to the people by the deacons or rectors in the ambo pulpit -- the
Epistle and Gospel, with lessons from the Old Testament on particular occasions -- were collected in the
"Epistolarium" or "Apostolus", the "Evangeliarium", and other lectionaries. Besides this an "Ordo" or
"Directorium" q. Only by a slow process of development were the contents of the sacramentary, the gradual,
the various lectionaries, and the "Ordo" amalgamated so that all that was needed for the celebration of Mass
was to be found within the covers of one volume. The first step in this evolution seems to have been furnished
by the introduction of certain smaller volumes called "Libelli Missae" intended for the private celebration of
Masses of devotion on ordinary days. In these only one, or at most two or three Masses, were written; but as
they were not used with choir and sacred ministers, all the service had to be said by the priest and all was
consequently included in the one small booklet. A typical example of such a volume is probably furnished by
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the famous "Stowe Missal". This little book of Irish origin of which the leaves measure only five and a half by
four inches, is nevertheless one of our most priceless liturgical treasures. The greater part is devoted to a single
Mass of the Blessed Sacrament , in which the Epistle and Gospel are inserted entire as well as a number of
communion anthems, the private preparation of the priest, and other matter including rubrical directions in
Irish. Thus, so far as Mass was concerned, it was in itself a complete book and is prolix ably the type of
numberless others -- fragments of similar Irish "libelli Missae" are preserved among the manuscripts of St.
Gall -- which were used by missionaries in their journeys among peoples as yet only half christianized. The
convenience of such books for the private celebration of Mass where sacred ministers and choir were wanting,
must soon have made itself felt. When one thinks of the many hundreds and even thousands of Masses which
in the eighth and ninth centuries every large monastery was called upon to say for deceased brethren in virtue
of its compacts with other abbeys see details in Ebner, "Gebets -- Verbrudernugen", Ratisbon, , it appears
obvious that there must have been great need of private Mass-books. Consequently it soon became common to
adapt even the larger sacramentaries to the use of priests celebrating privately by inserting in some of the
"missae quotidianae votivae et diversae", or sometimes again in the "commune sanctorum" such extracts from
the "Graduale", "Epistolare", and "Evangeliarium" as made these particular Masses complete in themselves.
Examples of Sacramentaries thus adapted may be found as early as the ninth century. Ebner for instance,
appeals to a manuscript of this date in the capitular library of Verona No. Whether the word Missalis liber was
specially employed for service books thus completed for private use there seems no evidence to determine.
Alcuin writing in certainly seems to contrast the term "Missalis libellus" with what he calls "libelli sacratorii"
and with "sacramentaria maiora" see Mon. Gregory for the observance of the ember-days in "Antiphonaria
cum missalibus suis" which he had consulted at Rome Haddan and Stubbs, "Councils", III, , where certainly
the language used seems to suggest that the "Missalia" and "Antiphonaria" were companion volumes
separately incomplete. Certainly it may be affirmed with confidence that what was afterwards known as the
"Missale plenum", a book like our present Missal, containing all the Epistles, Gospels, and the choral
antiphons as well as the Mass prayers, did not come into existence before the year Adalbert Ebner, who spent
immense labour in examining the liturgical manuscripts of the libraries of Italy, reports that the earliest
example known to him was one of the tenth century in the Ambrosian Library at Milan ; but although such
books are of more frequent occurrence from the eleventh century onwards, the majority of the Mass-books met
with at this period have still only an imperfect claim to be regarded as "Missalia plena". We find instead a
great variety of transition forms belonging to the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries which may be
referred in particular to two distinct types. In the first place the sacramentary, lectionary, and antiphonary were
sometimes simply bound up together in one volume as a matter of convenience. Codex lot in the library of
Monza offers an example of this kind in which the three component elements are all of the ninth or tenth
century, but even earlier than this in an extant notice of the visitation of the Church of Vicus Vieil-St-Remy in
by Bishop Hincmar of Reims we find mention of a "Missale cum evangeliis et lectionibus seu antiphonario
volumen 1". As a rule, however, the fusion between the original sacramentary and the books used by the
readers and the choir was of a more intrinsic nature and the process of amalgamation was a very gradual one.
Sometimes we find sacramentaries in which a later hand has added in the margin, or on any available blank
space, the bare indication, consisting of a few initial words, of the Antiphons, the Epistles, and the Gospels
belonging to the particular Mass. Sometimes the "Commune Sanctorum" and the votive Masses have from the
beginning included the passages to be sung and read written out in full, though the "Proprium de Tempore"
and "de Sanctis" show nothing but the Mass prayers. Sometimes again, as in the case of the celebrated Leofric
Missal in the Bodleian, the original sacramentary has had extensive later supplements bound up with it
containing new Masses which include the parts to be read and sung. In one remarkable example, the
Canterbury Missal manuscript of Corpus Christi, Cambridge , a number of the old prefaces of the Gregorian
type have been erased throughout the volume and upon the blank spaces thus created the proper Antiphons
from the Graduale, and sometimes also the Epistles and Gospels for each Mass, have been written entire. In
not a few instances the Gospels may be found included in the Mass-book but not the Epistles, the reason
probably being that the latter could be read by any clerk, whereas a properly ordained deacon was not always
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available, in which case the priest at the altar had himself to read the Gospel. Regarding however this
development as a whole it may be said that nearly all the Mass-books written from the latter half of the
thirteenth century onwards were in the strict sense Missalia plenaria conforming to our modern type. The
determining influence which established the arrangement of parts, the selection of Masses, etc. In England
espe-cially the Uses of Sarum and York showed many distinctive characteristics, and the Ordinary of the Mass
in its external features resembled more the rite at present followed by the Dominicans than that of Rome. After
the invention of printing a great number of Missals were produced both in England itself and especially at
Paris and other French cities for use in England. Of the Sarum Missal alone nearly seventy different editions
were issued between that of printed for Caxton in Paris , and that of London. Its size allowed it to be carried
about easily without attracting observation, and as it contained relatively few Masses, only those for the
Sundays and the principal feasts, it recalled in a measure the "libelli Missae" of the Anglo-Saxon and Irish
missionaries nine centuries earlier. Even at this date the peculiarities of the Sarum Rite were not retained and
the Canon and Masses of this "Missale parvum" were all Roman with the exception of one special Mass of the
Holy Name of Jesus which is described in the edition as "taken from the Missal according to the Use of
Sarum". Moreover, just as the Roman liturgy came in this way to prevail In England, so in France and
throughout the rest of Europe the local uses have for the most part been surrendered by degrees, two of the
principal influences at work being no doubt the advantage of uniformity and the authority and relative purity
of the Roman Missal, as authoritatively revised and improved after the Council of Trent. The first printed
edition of the "Missale Romanum" lately republished by the Henry Bradshaw Society in two volumes and ,
was produced at Milan in Numerous editions followed, but nothing authoritative appeared until the Council of
Trent left in the hands of the pope the charge of seeing to the revision of a Catechism, Breviary, and Missal.
Asaph , deprived of his see upon the accession of Elizabeth , and Julius Poggio, was published in Pius V
published a Bull on the occasion, still printed at the beginning of the Missal, in which he enjoined that all
dioceses and religious orders of the Latin Rite should use the new revision and no other, excepting only such
bodies as could prove a prescription of two hundred years. In this way the older orders like the Carthusians
and the Dominicans were enabled to retain their ancient liturgical usages, but the new book was accepted
throughout the greater part of Europe. A revised edition of the "Missale Romanum" appeared in accompanied
by a brief of Clement VIII in which the pontiff complained among other things that the vetus Itala version of
the Scripture which had been retained in the antiphonal passages of the Pian Missal had been replaced,
through the unauthorized action of certain printers, by the text of the newly edited Vulgate. It should be
noticed finally that the term Missal has been applied by a loose popular usage to a number of books which,
strictly speaking, have no right to the name.
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8: Unam Sanctam Catholicam: The Missale Romanum
It was built by Constantine, the first Christian emperor and consecrated by Pope St. Sylvester on November 9, A.D.
INTROIT à¸„ Genesis 17 Terribilis est locus iste: hic domus Dei est, et porta coeli: et vocabitur aula Dei.

John Lateran, or Basilica of our Blessed Savior, was the first publicly consecrated. It was built by Constantine,
the first Christian emperor and consecrated by Pope St. Sylvester on November 9, A. Terrible is this place:
How lovely are Thy tabernacles, O Lord of Hosts! Glory be to the Father. COLLECT Deus, qui nobis per
singulos annos huius sancti templi tui consecrationis reparas diem, et sacris semper mysteriis repraesentas
incolumes: Per Dominum nostrum, Iesum Christum, qui tecum vivit et regnat in unitate Spiritus Sancti, Deus,
per omnia saecula saeculorum. O God, who year by year dost renew for us the day of consecration of this Thy
holy temple, and dost ever bring us again in safety to these holy Mysteries: Lectio libri Apocalypsis beati
Ioannis Apostoli. Vidi sanctam civitatem Ierusalem novam descendentem de caelo a Deo, paratam sicut
sponsam ornatam viro suo. Et audivi vocem magnam de throno dicentem: Ecce tabernaculum Dei cum
hominibus, et habitabit cum eis. Et ipsi populus eius erunt, et ipse Deus cum eis erit eorum Deus: Et dixit qui
sedebat in throno: Ecce nova facio omnia. In those days I saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem, coming down
out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a great voice from the
throne, saying: Behold the tabernacle of God with men, and He will dwell with them. And they shall be His
people, and God Himself with them shall be their God: And He that sat on the throne, said: Behold, I make all
things new. Deus, cui astat Angelorum chorus, exaudi preces servorum tuorum. Adorabo ad templum sanctum
tuum: This place was made by God, a priceless mystery, it is without reproof. O God, before Whom stands the
choir of Angels, give ear to the prayers of Thy servants. I will worship towards Thy holy temple: Et ecce vir
nomine Zachaeus: Et praecurrens ascendit in arborem sycomorum, ut videret eum; quia inde erat transiturus.
Et cum venisset ad locum, suspiciens Iesus vidit illum, et dixit ad eum: Zachaee, festinans descende; quia
hodie in domo tua oportet me manere. Et festinans descendit, et excepit illum gaudens. Et cum viderent
omnes, murmurabant, dicentes, quod ad hominem peccatorem divertisset. Stans autem Zachaeus, dixit ad
Dominum: Ecce dimidium bonorum meorum, Domine, do pauperibus: Ait Iesus ad eum: Quia hodie salus
domui huic facta est: Venit enim Filius hominis quaerere, et salvum facere, quod perierat. At that time, Jesus
entering in, walked through Jericho. And behold, there was a man named Zacheus, who was the chief of the
publicans, and he was rich. And he sought to see Jesus who He was: And running before, he climbed up into a
sycamore tree, that he might see Him: And when Jesus was come to the place, looking up, He saw him, and
said to him: Zacheus, make haste and come down: And he made haste and came down, and received Him with
joy. And when all saw it, they murmured, saying, that He was gone to be a guest with a man that was a sinner.
But Zacheus standing, said to the Lord: Behold, Lord, the half of my goods I give to the poor; and if I have
wronged any man of any thing, I restore him fourfold. Jesus said to him: This day is salvation come to this
house: For the Son of Man is come to seek and to save that which was lost. Deus Israel, custodi hanc
voluntatem. O Lord God, in the simplicity of my heart I have joyfully offered all these things; and I have seen
with great joy Thy people which are here present: O God of Israel, keep this will. Annue quaesumus Domine
precibus nostris: Per Dominum nostrum, Iesum Christum, filium tuum, qui tecum vivit et regnat in unitate
Spiritus Sancti, Deus, per omnia saecula saeculorum. Give heed, we beseech Thee, O Lord, to our prayers:
Domine sancte, Pater omnipotens, aeterne Deus: Per quem majestatem tuam laudant Angeli, adorant
Dominationes, tremunt Potestates. Coeli, coelorumque Virtutes, ac beata Seraphim socia exsultatione
concelebrant. Cum quibus et nostras voces, ut admitti jubeas, deprecamur, supplici confessione dicentes: It is
truly meet and just, right and for our salvation, that we should at all times, and in all places, give thanks unto
Thee, O holy Lord, Father almighty, everlasting God, through Christ our Lord. The heavens and the heavenly
hosts together with the blessed Seraphim in triumphant chorus unite to celebrate it. Together with them, we
entreat Thee, that Thou mayest bid our voices also to be admitted, while we say in lowly praise: My house
shall be called a house of prayer, saith the Lord: Per Dominum nostrum, Iesum Christum, filium tuum, qui
tecum vivit et regnat in unitate Spiritus sancti, Deus, per omnia saecula saeculorum. O God, who, out of living
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and chosen stones dost prepare an eternal dwelling-place for Thy Majesty:
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9: Psallite Sapienter: Septem Dormientes
According to tradition, the history of the Catholic Church begins with Jesus Christ and his teachings (c. 4 BC - c. AD 30)
and the Catholic Church is a continuation of the early Christian community established by Jesus.

The verb glagolati means "to speak". It has been conjectured that the name glagolitsa developed in Croatia
around the 14th century and was derived from the word glagolity, applied to adherents of the liturgy in
Slavonic. The first page of the Gospel of John from the Codex Zographensis. The creation of the characters is
popularly attributed to Saints Cyril and Methodius , who may have created them to facilitate the introduction
of Christianity. The 41 letters known today include letters for non-Greek sounds, which may have been added
by Saint Cyril, as well as ligatures added in the 12th century under the influence of Cyrillic , as Glagolitic lost
its dominance. Twenty-four of the 41 original Glagolitic letters see table below probably derive from
graphemes of the medieval cursive Greek small alphabet but have been given an ornamental design. The
source of the other consonantal letters is unknown. If they were added by Cyril, it is likely that they were
taken from an alphabet used for Christian scripture. Other proposals include the Samaritan alphabet , which
Cyril learned during his journey to the Khazars in Cherson. Glagolitic letters were also used as numbers,
similarly to Cyrillic numerals. Unlike Cyrillic numerals, which inherited their numeric value from the
corresponding Greek letter see Greek numerals , Glagolitic letters were assigned values based on their native
alphabetic order. The two monks later canonized as Saints Cyril and Methodius, brothers from Thessaloniki ,
were sent to Great Moravia in by the Byzantine emperor at the request of Prince Rastislav , who wanted to
weaken the dependence of his country on East Frankish priests. The Kiev Missal , found in the 19th century in
Jerusalem, was dated to the 10th century. In an East Frankish bishop of Nitra named Wiching banned the
script and jailed followers of Methodius, mostly students of the original academy. They were then dispersed
or, according to some sources, sold as slaves by the Franks. Many of them including Naum , Clement ,
Angelarious, Sava and Gorazd , however, reached Bulgaria and were commissioned by Boris I of Bulgaria to
teach and instruct the future clergy of the state in the Slavic languages. After the adoption of Christianity in
Bulgaria in , religious ceremonies and Divine Liturgy were conducted in Greek by clergy sent from the
Byzantine Empire , using the Byzantine rite. Fearing growing Byzantine influence and weakening of the state,
Boris viewed the introduction of the Slavic alphabet and language into church use as a way to preserve the
independence of the Bulgarian Empire from Byzantine Constantinople. Spread[ edit ] From there, the students
travelled to other places and spread the use of their alphabet. Some went to Croatia Dalmatia , where the
squared variant arose and where Glagolitic remained in use for a long time. In , Pope Innocent IV granted the
Croatians of southern Dalmatia the unique privilege of using their own language and this script in the Roman
Rite liturgy. Formally granted to bishop Philip of Senj , permission to use the Glagolitic liturgy the Roman
Rite conducted in the Slavic language instead of Latin , not the Byzantine rite , actually extended to all
Croatian lands, mostly along the Adriatic coast. The Holy See had several Glagolitic missals published in
Rome. Authorization for the use of this language was extended to some other Slavic regions between and
Some students of the Ohrid academy went to Bohemia where the alphabet was used in the 10th and 11th
centuries, along with other scripts. In Croatia, from the 12th century, Glagolitic inscriptions appeared mostly
in littoral areas: Hrvojev misal from was written in Split , and it is considered one of the most beautiful
Croatian Glagolitic books. It was believed that Glagolitsa in Croatia was present only in those areas. In the
western part the Glagolitic alphabet remained dominant at first. However, subsequently in the next two
centuries, mostly after the fall of the First Bulgarian Empire to the Byzantines , Glagolitic gradually ceased to
be used there at all. The centre of influence appears to have been in the Kvarner Gulf , though the nature and
extent of this influence remain subjects of debate. The early development of the Glagolitic minuscule script
alongside the increasingly square majuscule is poorly documented, but before the advent of printing, a mutual
relationship evolved between the two varieties; the majuscule being used primarily for inscriptions and higher
liturgical uses, and the minuscule being applied to both religious and secular documents. Ignoring the
problematic early Slavonian inscriptions, the use of the Glagolitic script at its peak before the
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Croatian-Ottoman wars corresponded roughly to the area that spoke the Chakavian dialect at the time, in
addition to, to varying extents, the adjacent Kajkavian regions within the Zagreb bishopric. As a result,
vernacular impact on the liturgical language and script largely stems from Chakavian sub-dialects. In the 17th
century, though, the first successful direct attack on the script since the 12th century was headed by the Bishop
of Zagreb, and after the Magnate conspiracy left the script without secular protectors, its use was limited to the
littoral region. In the meantime, printing gradually overtook handwriting for liturgical manuscripts, resulting
in a decline of the majuscule script, which was absorbed for titular and sometimes initial use within for
minuscule documents. It was not until the late 18th century and the onset of modernity that Glagolitic received
significant further threats, and through western influence, especially secular, Glagolitic culture collapsed, so
that by the mid 19th century, the script was purely liturgical, relying mostly on printed materials. By the time
of the devastating Italianization movements under Fascist Italy in the early 20th century, numerous
independent events had already greatly reduced the area of the liturgical use of Glagolitic. A less common
belief, contradicting allochthonic Slovene origin, was that the Glagolitic was created or used in the 4th century
by St. Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus , hence the alphabet is sometimes named Hieronymian. Some other,
rarer, names for this alphabet are Bukvitsa from common Slavic word "bukva" meaning "letter", and a suffix
"-itsa" and Illyrian. That claim, however, has been resolutely[ clarification needed ] disproven. Until the end
of the 18th century, a strange but widespread opinion dominated that the Glagolitic writing system, which was
in use in Dalmatia and Istria along with neighboring islands, including the translation of the Holy Scripture,
owe their existence to the famous church father St. Pre-Christian Slavic writing A hypothetical pre-Glagolitic
writing system is typically referred to as cherty i rezy strokes and incisions [20] â€” but no material evidence
of the existence of any pre-Glagolitic Slavic writing system has been found, except for a few brief and vague
references in old chronicles and "lives of the saints". All artifacts presented as evidence of pre-Glagolitic
Slavic inscriptions have later been identified as texts in known scripts and in known non-Slavic languages, or
as fakes. Some "Ruthenian letters" found in one version of St. Characteristics[ edit ] The values of many of the
letters are thought to have been displaced under Cyrillic influence or to have become confused through the
early spread to different dialects so the original values are not always clear. Other letters were late creations
after a Cyrillic model. The following table lists each letter in its modern order, showing an image of the letter
round variant , the corresponding modern Cyrillic letter, the approximate sound transcribed with the IPA , the
name, and suggestions for its origin. Several letters have no modern counterpart.
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